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Abstract
This project searches for consistent acoustic attributes in a broad set of American English
consonants that would help in identifying their word positions in running speech. A database
of sentences containing word pairs (e.g. "lay keys" vs. "lake ease" for /k/) of thirteen con-
sonants (six stops, two affricates, three fricatives, and two nasals), controlled for prosodic
boundaries, pitch accents, phonetic contexts, and word positions (initial vs. final), was
recorded from six speakers. On the assumption that consonants might be articulated differ-
ently at word onsets, several temporal and spectral measurements were made and contrasted
as a function of word position. The relatively simple measurement of duration did quite
well in distinguishing word-initial (being longer) from word-final positions in our database.
For stops and affricates at word onsets, speakers are found to lengthen closure and release
durations differently, depending on voicing, suggesting that enhancement of paradigmatic
contrast is made for these consonants. The identity of the following vowel (/i/ or /o/) had
no consistent effect on the durations of the consonants. Word-initial consonants were found
to be less variable than word-final ones, supporting the claim that word onsets are percep-
tual "islands of reliability" in the lexical access process. Durations of word-onset consonants
were relatively constant within each sound class (voicing, stops, affricates, fricatives, nasals),
independent of place of articulation. By using acoustic landmarks, from which information
about manner as well as durations can be easily extracted, word segmentation and/or lexical
access processes can start without the complete identification of all features (such as place)
for a particular segment. Acoustic landmarks can thus be used either singly, in identifying
acoustically interesting regions where place features can be identified, or in combinations,
from which manner features (Park, 2008) and temporal relations can be derived, to drive
higher-level processing (e.g. word segmentation and lexical access) of the speech signal.
Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth Noble Stevens
Title: Clarence J Lebel Professor Of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
Word segmentation has always been an interesting problem because it plays an important
role in many different aspects of speech processing. For example, during speech acquisition,
infants need to first segment the continuous speech streams to which they are exposed in
order to form a lexicon of words. Similarly, adult speakers need to parse speech into words or
chunks of words in order to abstract their meanings. Speech recognition systems also need to
segment the speech signal in order to perform higher level analysis and processing. Finally,
adding boundary cues could help to make synthesized speech more natural-sounding.
This thesis, by examining several classes of American English consonants that vary in
word-positions, treats the segmentation problem from a bottom-up approach and aims to find
the acoustic phonetic cues used by speakers to mark word boundaries. Monosyllabic words
with the consonants of interest in both word-initial and word-final positions were placed in
a tightly controlled prosodic environment, and recorded from three female and three male
speakers. Temporal and spectral measurements were made on the database, and duration was
found to be the measure that best distinguished initial from final positions of the consonants
in the words. Segments were on average longer in word-initial positions than in word-
final positions. It has been found that speakers are able to retain within-category phonetic
variations of segments when doing lexical access [36]. It is hypothesized that listeners can
use the durational differences found for word-initial vs. word-final consonants to hypothesize
about the presence of word onsets. Vowel glottalization or pause insertion were also used by
some speakers to mark the word boundaries, in agreement with past observations [60, 12].
Interestingly, different portions (closure vs. release) of the stop consonants were length-
ened in different proportions in word-initial positions, depending on the stops' voicing fea-
ture, suggesting that speakers may choose to lengthen different parts of these obstruents
to increase their perceptual saliency. This evidence suggests that speakers make paradig-
matic (rather than syntagmatic) contrast enhancements [6] at word boundaries, by making
the consonants more distinct from each other in word-initial positions. This issue will be
discussed in Section 1.1.3 and Chapter 5.
With respect to word-onsets alone, it was found that the durational means of the segments
were quite similar within a manner class of sound (i.e. total durations of the voiceless
stops /p/, /k/, and /t/ were almost the same at word onsets), independent of place of
articulation. Voiceless consonants were longer than their voiced counterparts. Voiceless
affricates were slightly longer than voiceless stops, which were slightly longer than voiceless
fricatives, possibly due to the number of constrictions and gestures required to produce these
different consonant types. Nasals had the shortest durations in our data set.
The importance of these durational measures adds another dimension to the potential
role of acoustic landmarks [33, 52, 43], together with distinctive feature theory [19], under the
lexical access framework [52]. Spectral and temporal measurements derived from the land-
marks are especially helpful in identifying cues for articulator-free or "manner" features [43],
while additional cues derived from further detailed spectral analysis, such as formant fre-
quencies and transitions, are more helpful for identifying place or articulator-bound features
(such as place and vowel features) [54]. The relatively constant durations that are observed
within each class of consonants in word-initial positions can thus be defined by a subset of
the articulator-free features. This observation suggests that word boundaries can be identi-
fied based simply on the identification of a few articulator-free features, without recourse to
place features or articulator-bound features. It can be hypothesized, then, that articulator-
free features [19] might be first identified by listeners in the lexical access process, and thus
provide an initial basis for the search for articulator-bound features. Thus the quest for
cues to word boundaries provides evidence for components of a general model of the speech
perception process. This topic will be discussed in later sections of this thesis, particularly
in the concluding section.
These observations about the time duration between landmarks playing a role in provid-
ing phonetic word boundary information might also help with automatic speech recognition.
Most industrial speech recognition systems use Hidden Markov Models (HMM's) to output
the sequence of words that give the highest probability score using an n-gram of phones,
words, or a combination of these ([44]). Word boundaries are thus found as a result of
lexical identification, following a top-down approach. One could imagine implementing a
separate module that searches for acoustic correlates of word boundaries in the speech sig-
nal (the bottom-up approach) and inserting possible word boundaries with probabilities 1
These boundaries will parse each utterance into smaller chunks which can then be further
segmented, generating a smaller cohort of possible word candidates from the lexicon, thus
making the segmentation analysis simpler and more efficient.
Finally, understanding how these consonants are produced differently at word boundaries
will help in synthesizing more natural-sounding speech ([31, 59]). The synthesis process can
also provide an excellent way to perceptually verify whether certain acoustic correlates are
indeed helpful to listeners with identifying word boundaries.
1.1 Word boundary cues
There are many types of information a speaker or listener might use to mark or detect word
boundaries in continuous speech. Non-acoustic cues [45] (see Section 1.1.1) and acoustic
cues [11, 37, 38, 17, 27] (see Sectionl.1.2) have both been found to be used by listeners
to segment continuous speech. Acoustic data also indicate that speakers produce the same
segment differently, e.g. varying segment durations, at various word or prosodic bound-
'It is reasonable to assume that no single cue is enough to identify all the word boundaries. If a consonant
segment is long with respect to some pre-set threshold, the probability that it is a word-initial consonant is
increased.
aries [31, 34, 41, 12]. Articulatory strengthening in domain-initial positions [13, 7, 6] have
also been reported, suggesting that speakers enhance the contrasts among segments in word-
initial positions. This study investigates potential acoustic correlates of word boundaries,
specifically correlates reflecting possible acoustic distinctiveness [16, 18, 12, 37] and/or ar-
ticulatory strengthening [13, 6] at word onsets, in a number of classes of American English
consonants, on the assumption that such systematic markups might help with word segmen-
tation.
1.1.1 Non-acoustic cues
Non-acoustic cues such as distributional regularities and phonotactic rules within a language
have been found to play important roles in speech segmentation [1, 45, 14] 2. The distri-
butional regularities within a language suggest that certain sequences of segments (such as
those within a word) are more likely to occur than other sequences (such as those occur-
ring across word boundaries) [1, 45]. Statistics about the transitional probabilities from one
segment to another would thus affect how a continuous speech stream is parsed, grouping
sequences that often occur together as words, and inserting boundaries between segments
with low transitional probabilities. Saffran et al. exposed 8-month-old infants to two minutes
of a continuous speech stream composed of three-syllable nonsense words without acoustic
boundary markings, and found that they were able to extract word boundaries from transi-
tional probabilities alone. Phonotactics impose even stronger constraints, specifying whether
certain segments are allowed to appear together within a word (e.g. /tr/ is allowed in word-
initial position in English, while /zw/ is not [28] 3), thus affecting word segmentation in a
similar same way.
2Please see [2] for a review of different computational models of word segmentation from a speech acqui-
sition point of view.
3Exceptions might be found in loan words, such as "Zweibach" from German.
1.1.2 Acoustic cues
Acoustic cues such as as lexical stress patterns (e.g. strong-weak in English) [11, 27, 28, 38]
are also used by listeners to segment speech. Evidence supporting the metrical segmentation
strategy, where listeners initiate lexical access whenever they encounter a strong syllable
(those with full vowels) in English, was found from word-spotting tasks [11]. Infants that
are 7.5-months old are able to segment words if they have strong-weak stress patterns in
English [29]. Babies that are 8-month-old use stress and coarticulation patterns rather
than distributional cues to segment words when conflicting cues are provided [27]. Priming
experiments involving ambiguous word pairs (e.g. "syntax" vs. "sin tax") also show that
word onsets are less prone to reduction and more acoustically distinctive which help to drive
the lexical access process [16, 17, 18].
Durations
Duration is another acoustic correlate of word boundary that is often discussed in the lit-
erature. Different types of databases have been analyzed, from read speech [59, 3, 10] to
more controlled carrier phrases containing target words [31, 58, 34] and non-words [41, 61],
in order to gain a better understanding of durational changes in various word positions.
Byrd [3] used the TIMIT [62] database and measured the durations, among other param-
eters, of 54,000 American English stops, occurring in a wide range of contexts in utterances
produced by a large speaker pool. Her measurements provide a general baseline of durations
for stops that occur in American English. Umeda [59] measured the consonants occurring
in a 20-minute reading by one male speaker, and examined how various factors might affect
their durations. While she focused mainly on how primary stress affected durations, she
did compare word-initial vs. word-final durations under non-primary stressed conditions for
the available consonants. Both Klatt [31] and Zue [61] examined consonants and conso-
nant clusters in a well-controlled carrier phrase; although they did not explicitly control for
pitch accent, it is likely that such a phrase-level prominence occurred on their target words.
Klatt looked at onsets of monosyllabic words, while Zue looked at pre-stressed syllables in
nonsense (ha'CVC) words. House and Stevens [23] also measured prestressed consonants
in nonsense words. Oller [41] recorded and measured /b/ in nonsense words, with varying
numbers of syllables in phrase-final positions (i.e. "bab", "babab', etc.) and found word-
initial consonants lengthened by 20-30 ms compared to word-medial ones. In an effort to
investigate consonant "strength", Lavoie designed and recorded bi-syllabic words in carrier
phrases. Her data controlled for both lexical stress (primary vs. non-primary) and word
positions. She compared word-initial and word-medial consonants under two different stress
levels, and found that stress affected durations more than word position did. Pitch accents
were also found to have a lengthening effect on duration [58].
1.1.3 Articulatory strengthening
Articulatory evidence indicating differences in articulation for various prosodic (including
word) positions also suggest that word-initial segments are produced differently. On the
sentence level, Hinton [22] measured interlabial pressure for the bilabial stops and found that
it is generally greater in initial position than medial and final position. Electropalatography
data show hierarchical (and cumulative) consonant (/n/ in reiterant speech) strengthening
effects (more linguopalatal contacts) at various prosodic domain-initial positions [13], and
also show that word-initial English stops have more linguopalatal contact than word-final
stops [30]. Similar patterns of domain-initial strengthening are found in Korean [6] and
Taiwanese stops [24]. It would be interesting to see which acoustic measure or measures can
reflect this strengthening effect in word-initial positions, and can thus be used to distinguish
word-onset from word-offset positions.
One question that arises about this articulatory strengthening at word onsets is how the
strengthening is produced and manifested acoustically. Another is whether this strength-
ening aims to enhance syntagmatic contrast, where initial consonant's "consonantality" is
strengthened to distinguish it from the adjacent vowel in its CV structure, or paradigmatic
contrast, where the consonant is made differently in order to distinguish it from other con-
sonants [24, 6]. Hsu & Jun found that Korean voiceless stops, which have a three-way
distinction (voiceless aspirated stop, moderately aspirated lenis stop, and fortis stop with
the least amount of VOT and aspiration) are contrasted paradigmatically among various
prosodic domain-initial positions, with higher parameter values at the onset of higher-level
prosodic constituents [20, 46, 39]. The voiceless aspirated stop's [spread glottis] feature is en-
hanced by increased VOT, and the [constricted glottis] feature of the fortis stop is enhanced
with decreased VOT. The lenis stop, whose glottis feature is unspecified, has an increase in
VOT value (to enhance syntagmatic contrast with the adjacent vowel), but without "invad-
ing" into the VOT region of the aspirated stop, thus maintaining contrast with the aspirated
stop. It is hypothesized that these consonants are strengthened such that they become more
distinctive from each other, rather than being made more "consonant-like" in the same way
to contrast with adjacent vowel segments. Similar paradigmatic contrast enhancement, in
terms of more linguopalatal contact and longer VOT durations in domain-initial positions,
has also been reported in Taiwanese stops [6] and Germanic languages such as English and
German [26]. Results from this project, specifically from the way different components (clo-
sure vs. release) of the stops and affricates are lengthened, lend support to the hypothesis
that speakers may change different portions of the consonants to increase their perceptual
saliency, in order to enhance their paradigmatic contrast, rather than syntagmatic syntactic
contrast, of consonants in word-initial positions. The role of acoustic landmarks (b, s, and g
described in Section 1.2) in helping to identify the manner features and segmental durations
also supports the view that paradigmatic contrast is needed, since the landmarks themselves
have already identified the segment as a consonant segment rather than a vowel segment,
making enhancement of the syntagmatic contrast with neighboring segments less necessary.
It is most likely that listeners, be they infants developing language or adults doing word
segmentation, will use combinations of acoustic and non-acoustic cues to segment continuous
speech. Distributional cues alone can not segment speech when there are ambiguous word
pairs (e.g. "syntax" vs. "sin tax"). Stress alone can not either, since not all English
words (e.g. "today") start with a stressed syllable. In fact, infants and adults probably
use different sets of cues to segment speech, depending on their knowledge of the language.
Infants are found to initially use stress patterns to segment English speech, and then start to
display sensitivity to statistical properties of the language. By 24 months, their speed and
accuracy in terms of word recognition in fluent speech are found to match those of native
adult listeners [28].
Word segmentation is thus most likely a process which employs both bottom-up and top-
down approaches. If word onsets were strengthened in some way, it could potentially help
to drive the lexical access process, producing a cohort of word candidates from the lexicon.
Top-down knowledge, and possibly additional acoustic information from further detailed
spectral analysis done in parallel, would help to complete the word recognition process.
Some preliminary results, which motivated this thesis project to look for word-boundary
cues using landmarks, will be presented and discussed in Chapter 2. Design of a new
database, which isolates word boundary effects on the acoustic correlates (Chapter 4), is
discussed in Chapter 3. Two chapters of data analyses (analysis by position in Chapter 5
and analysis by onsets in Chapter 6) are then presented. Implications of findings and future
work are discussed in the Conclusions chapter. Acoustic landmarks, which are used to guide
all the measurements, are first described in the remainder of this chapter.
1.2 Acoustic Landmarks
Acoustic landmarks are acoustically informative regions in the signal that are characterized
by abrupt changes in energy 4. A peak in the low-frequency energy, for example, indicates
a vowel landmark (V); a minimum in the low-frequency band without discontinuities is a
glide landmark (G); and consonant landmarks are characterized by discontinuities in the
high and/or low energy regions depending on the consonant type [52, 33, 43]. Under the
lexical access framework, regions at and around these landmarks can be further analyzed to
extract cues to identify additional specific features (either articulatory-free or articulatory-
bound) [19]. These features, be they defining or enhancing [53], are then bundled together
to identify possible segments. Sequences of segments are then matched to the lexicon to
4 See [33, 52, 43] for detailed descriptions of the acoustic landmarks.
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Figure 1-1: The spectrogram of the utterance "Did Mary not feel good?" is shown with the
consonant landmarks (b, g, and s), taken from [43]. "s"-landmarks indicate the beginning
and end of sonorant consonants, characterized by abrupt changes in the high frequency region
while voicing is maintained. "+g" and "-g" refer to the onset and offset of voicing, indicated
by the appearance and disappearance of low-frequency energy. "b"-landmarks point to places
in the signal where there is a burst release of the obstruent consonants, where "+" indicates
energy is rising to the right of the landmark and "-" indicates that energy is decreasing to
the right of the consonant landmark.
output a cohort of possible words. Spectral evidence at and around the landmarks, forming
cues, features, segments (bundles of features) and eventually word and larger constituent
levels, is thus extracted from the speech waveform. Other cues from the speech signal, such
as glottalization manifested as irregular pitch periods, which can be detected automatically
([55]), can also help with word segmentation.
Aside from the vowel and glide landmarks, there are three types of consonant landmarks,
shown in Figure 1-1. The onset and offset of vocal fold vibration are marked by the "+g" and
"-g" landmarks, respectively. They are characterized by the appearance and disappearance
of energy in the low-frequency band, where the "+" polarity indicates that energy turns on
to the right of the landmark and the "-" polarity indicates the opposite trend. "+s" and
"-s" are the onset and offset of sonorant consonants, such as nasal consonants, where there is
an abrupt change in the low frequency energy band [51]. "+b" and "-b" landmarks indicate
the release and closure of stops and affricate bursts, characterized by abrupt changes in
high-frequency energy bands ([33, 52, 43]).
These landmarks are used to calculate the durational as well as signal measurements (de-
scribed in Chapters 2 and 4). Acoustic landmarks, which have been traditionally used singly,
to guide further spectral analysis to identify specific features, also prove to be helpful when
used in sequence, from which the accuracy of the detected landmarks can be quantified [43],
and the temporal relations of the segments can be derived.
Chapter 2
Preliminary Analysis
Some preliminary analyses of word boundary correlates were first performed on the LAFF
(Lexical Access From Features) database [33]. The database is comprised of short sentences,
composed of 110 mono or bi-syllabic words, produced by two male and two female native
speakers of English. Measurements were made on the signal with the help of hand-labeled
acoustic landmarks, specifically the three types of consonant landmarks. Two types of mea-
surements were made in this preliminary study: magnitude of the burst transient near the
"+b" landmarks and durational measures derived from the sequences of landmarks for a
variety of consonants, that could possibly reflect "strengthening" in articulation.
2.1 Magnitude of burst transient of /k/
All 115 1 occurrences of the segment /k/ for each speaker were found and the /k/ burst
releases were marked with "+b" landmarks. The magnitude of the burst transient of /k/
was taken to be the largest value in the signal that was within 10 ms of the "+b" landmark
(illustrated in Figure 2-1).
Figure 2-2 plots the magnitude of the burst transient of /k/ for all speakers as a function
'For each speaker, there were a few occurrences of /k/ whose release could not be identified due to the
following segment being a /k/ as well. The first /k/ was then ignored and left out from analysis.
Figure 2-1: Waveform showing how the transient value of /k/ is obtained. The value of the
transient peak is read directly off from the waveform, and its magnitude is converted to a
dB value for the plot. The largest transient peak is often not the first peak during the burst.
The largest peak that is within the first 10 ms of the "+b" landmark, which indicates the
/k/-release, is usually selected.
of word position 2. Plots for individual speakers are in Appendix A. It was hypothesized that
word initial /k/ would have a stronger burst due to greater pressure build-up or articulatory
strengthening, thus causing the magnitude of the burst release to be greater in word-initial
positions. While there is a large overlap in measured values, on average, the word-initial
/k/'s had larger transient values.
2.2 Magnitude of burst transient of /p/
Similar measurements were taken from the burst transients of all the /p/'s that occurred in
the LAFF database. Figure 2-3 plots the magnitude of the transients as a function of word
position 3. Contrary to the results found in /k/, word-onset /p/'s were not found to have
2In figure 2-2, the /k/'s occurring in word-final positions are separated into two categories: one in word-
final positions that are not in utterance-final positions, and one in word-final positions that are also at the
end of the utterances. The two word-final categories are separated because for the utterance-final ones,
landmarks were sometimes artificially introduced by the "ute" (end of utterance) label rather than the end
of frication, thus artificially lengthening these consonants.
3Since there were not so many /p/ tokens in the database, plots for individual speakers are not presented.
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Figure 2-2: Magnitude of the burst transient of /k/, plotted for word-initial, word-medial,
word-final but not utterance-final, and word-final in utterance-final positions for all four
speakers. On average, the magnitude of /k/ in word-initial positions is greater than those
from other positions, indicating that it is a possible acoustic correlate of word-position.
Statistics are not shown due to the large regions of overlap in measured values.
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greater burst transients than other positions 4. Hinton [22] found interlabial pressure for
/p/ to vary by positions in a sentence, so it is possible that the sentence position effect on
words containing word-medial /p/'s could overshadow the word position effects on the burst
transient.
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Figure 2-3: Magnitude of the transient of /p/, plotted for word-initial, word-medial, word-
final positions for all four speakers. None of the /p/'s in the database occurred at word-final
and utterance final positions. On average, the magnitude of /p/ in word-medial positions is
greater than in other positions, possibly due to lexical stress, contrary to what was found
for /k/'s.
From these results for /k/ and /p/, it is unclear whether the magnitudes of the burst
transients are affected by word positions, and to what extent they are affected by their
position in higher-level prosodic structures. It is thus important to impose tighter controls
4Burst releases for /p/ were generally more difficult to locate in the signal, compared to those for /k/,
possibly due to the frequent occurrences of multiple releases found in the velar consonant; for labials, or
even alveolars, it was often hard to find the transient in the burst since they tend to blend into the frication
noise.
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on the prosodic environment, to eliminate confounding factors which might influence this
measurement.
2.3 Durations in LAFF database
2.3.1 Durations of /k/
Durational measurements were also made for all of the /k/'s in the LAFF database. The time
of the next available landmark after the "+b" landmark at /k/-release, was also recorded. For
example, if a vowel followed the /k/, the next available landmark would be "+g", indicating
onset of voicing for the vowel. The difference between these two times would be the VOT
(voice onset time). If a fricative /s/ is the following segment, such as in "takes", the next
available landmark would be "-b" for the fricative release. Figure 2-4 shows an example of
the labeling of the landmarks of a /k/ segment when followed by a vowel.
Figure 2-4: The glottal wave shows "coo-" in the word "cookie". The release of the /k/
is labeled "+b" at time 517 ms. The next landmark is marked "+g" at 561 ms for the
beginning of voicing for the vowel /u/, giving a VOT value, from "+b" = "+g" landmarks,
of 44 ms.
The differences in time between the "+b" landmark of the /k/-release and the following
landmark, called "release durations" henceforth, are plotted for all four speakers in Figure 2-5
as a function of word position.
There is significant variability among the release durations for the different word posi-
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Figure 2-5: Time difference between "+b"-landmark at /k/ releases, and the following avail-
able landmark, called release durations, are plotted with respect to word-initial, word-medial,
word-final but not utterance-final, and word-final and utterance-final positions. Almost all
word-initial /k/'s have release durations between 20-80 ms. About half of the word-final
/k/s (the two right-most columns) have release durations longer than 80 ms. The utterance-
final /k/'s are lengthened due to utterance-final lengthening effect. A small fraction of the
word-medial /k/s have release durations less than 10 ms.
Speakers
tions. On average, word-initial values are greater than word-medial ones, but the word final
release durations, whether they are at non-utterance final or utterance final positions, are
quite variable. This makes sense because many different factors have been found to influence
durations (see Section 1.1.2). Also, as previously mentioned, when a fricative follows a stop,
such as in "takes", the duration of /k/ marked by the consonant landmarks actually includes
both the /k/ and /s/. In utterance-final positions, the marker "ute", which stands for end of
utterance, is often used to mark the end of /k/, thus artificially lengthening the /k/ segment.
A database, that is more tightly controlled, which allows for more accurate measurements,
is thus needed.
2.3.2 Durations of /p/
The same release durations for /p/ were also measured and plotted as a function of word
position in Figure 2-6. The trend is similar to that found from the magnitude of the burst
transient for /p/ where word-medial /p/'s have the longest release durations. Due to the
lack of control of prosodic factors such as pitch accent and utterance positions which might
all influence these measurements, it is difficult to draw clear conclusions about whether they
are affected by word position directly. Further examination of these measurements in a more
tightly controlled database is thus needed.
2.3.3 Durations for a variety of consonants
In addition to the experiments with /k/'s and /p/'s in sentence contexts, a few sentences
containing a variety of consonants, spoken by all four speakers, were selected and all the con-
sonant durations were measured. Frication noise and nasal murmur durations were measured
for fricatives and nasal consonants. Total durations (closure + release) were measured for
the stops and affricates. Figure 2-7 shows the averaged durations of the consonants found in
eight sentences from the LAFF database. Sentences were chosen so a variety of consonants
were present in both word-initial and non-initial places. On average, word-initial consonants
are longer than non-initial ones for all but the nasal consonants.
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Figure 2-6: Time differences between /p/ release ("+b" landmark) and the following available
landmark, called release durations, are plotted as a function of word-initial, word-medial, and
word-final position. None of the /p/'s occurred in a word-final and utterance-final position.
On average, word-medial /p/'s have the greatest range of release duration values. This trend
is similar to that found for the magnitude of the burst transients of /p/. The large overlap in
the measurements suggest that tighter control of confounding variables is required to verify
the effect (or the lack of effect) of word position.
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Figure 2-7: Mean durations of consonants measured from 8 selected sentences from the
LAFF database. Sentences were chosen so that a variety of consonants occurring in initial
vs. non-initial positions were represented. Durations are shown for all four speakers (J, K,
M, S), where "i" stands for initial and "non-i" stands for non-initial in the x-axis labels.
Word-initial consonants on average are longer than non-word-initial consonants, except for
the nasal consonants which showed the opposite trend, possibly due to lexical stress such
as in "Arlene". Variability in measurement is large due to the presence of many prosodic
factors that affect duration. There are, on average, 3-4 observations for each consonant in
each position.
Both the transients for the /p/ and /k/ bursts and these durational measurements for
a more extensive inventory of consonants, measured with the help of acoustic landmarks,
suggest that these acoustic correlates might be affected by word positions. The magnitude
of the transient is on average greater in word-initial positions for /k/, and durations are on
average longer in initial positions for most of the consonants. The consonants occurring in
the LAFF database, however, are not controlled for all the factors that might influence these
measurements. Based on research with this database, our aim is to develop a set of principles
that underlie the acoustic properties of consonants when they occur at word boundaries. In
order to isolate the effects of word position per se on the duration patterns of consonants, it is
important to design a database that controls for all other factors that might affect the same
acoustic correlates. The next chapter describes a new, more controlled database that forms
a background for the proposed research. Determining the contribution of word position per
se in this way will be an important step toward quantifying the effect of all of the factors
that influence duration, in an eventual integrated model [32].
Chapter 3
Database Generation
In order to isolate the acoustic effects of word positions, a database that was controlled
for number of syllables, lexical stress, prosodic structures, word positions, and phonetic
contexts 1 was first recorded from three female and three male native speakers of American
English. Different classes of consonants: voiceless stops (/p/, /t/, /k/), voiced stops (/b/,
/d/, /g/), voiceless fricatives (/f/, /s/, /sh/), voiced and voiceless affricates (/t/, /d3/)2 ,
and two nasals (/m/, /n/,) 3 were used to create pairs of monosyllabic words, which only
differed in the position of the consonant within the word sequence (e.g. "Sue poke" vs.
"soup oak" for /p/). The word pairs were put in the carrier phrase "PLEASE don't say '_ -
' again". Each sentence was presented to the speakers five times on a computer monitor in a
random order 4. The speech signal was first anti-alias filtered and then sampled at 20 kHz to
capture all the spectral information of the consonants. Consonant clusters were not recorded
in this study to avoid the added complexity of consonant behaviors in cluster environments
([59]). The following sections discuss the control factors in detail.
'The design of this database was first inspired by [491's database on the segment "1".
2For ease of typing, /it/ will be represented as /ch/, and /(/ will be represented as /jh/ for the remainder
of the text.
3/j/ was ignored because it does not occur in word-initial positions in English.
4The software tool, MARSHA, used during the experiment, was developed by Mark Tiede from the Speech
Communication Group.
3.1 Word-level control: syllables, lexical stress, pho-
netic context
The monosyllabic word pairs for the stops and the rest of the consonants are shown in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. All the words were primary-stressed (being monosyllabic),
and the consonant of interest was measured in both word-initial and word-final positions.
The vowel following the consonant was chosen to be either /i/ or /o/ to identify possible
vowel effects (such as height) on the consonant measures. The phonetic context for each
pair of words (consonant precedes /i/ or /o/) is thus exactly the same, with the position
of the consonant being the only variable. This results in four different conditions for each
consonant: word-initial followed by /i/, word-final followed by /i/, word-initial followed by
/o/, and word-final followed by /o/. Any measured differences in the consonants would
thus be the result of the word-positional effect alone. Most tokens were repeated five times
(except for one speaker who only repeated tokens three times), and the three repetitions
that matched most closely to the desired prosodic intonation (see below) were chosen for
analysis.
Bi-syllabic words were also recorded that had the primary stress on either the first or
second syllable, with the other syllable having secondary stress. Similar vowel quality (/i/
and /o/) followed the non-final consonants. The consonant of interest was either at the
beginning, middle, or end of the word under the two lexical stress patterns. There were
thus a total of 12 different conditions for each consonant in the bi-syllabic words. The CMU
pronunciation dictionary 5 was used to search for bi-syllabic words that had the desired stress
and phonetic patterns. While it was easy to find words that had the desired primary stress
syllable either in the first or second syllable position, it was difficult to control for the other
syllable, which sometimes was reduced or unstressed instead of being secondarily stressed.
It was also difficult, for some of the consonants, to find words that had the consonants in
all desired word positions that also satisfied the stress and phonetic patterns. Analysis for
5obtained from http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict.
Class Consonants Word Pairs Word Position-Following Vowel
Voiceless stops /p/ Sue pea Initial-i
soup E Final-i
Sue poke Initial-o
Soup oak Final-o
/t/ my tea Initial-i
might E Final-i
my toe Initial-o
might O Final-o
/k/ lay keys Initial-i
lake ease Final-i
lay coat Initial-o
lake oat Final-o
Voiced stops /b/ low bee Initial-i
lobe E Final-i
low bow Initial-o
lobe O Final-o
/d/ Y D Initial-i
wide E Final-i
Y doe Initial-o
wide O Final-o
/g/ lay geese Initial-i
leg ease Final-i
lay go Initial-o
leg O Final-o
Table 3.1: Voiced and voiceless stops and their respective monosyllabic word pairs, which
were embedded in the carrier phrase "PLEASE don't say '_ _ ' again". Different classes of
sounds were recorded in order to compare results within and across classes. Four conditions
for each consonant are labeled: Initial-i for initial position followed by vowel /i/; Final-i
for final position followed by vowel /i/; Initial-o for initial position followed by vowel /o/;
Final-o for initial position followed by vowel /o/.
Class Consonants Word pairs Word Position-Following Vowel
Fricatives /f/ low fee Initial-i
loaf E Final-i
low foe Initial-o
loaf O Final-o
/s/ my seat Initial-i
mice eat Final-i
my soak Initial-o
mice oak Final-o
/sh/ Lee sheet Initial-i
leash eat Final-i
Lee show Initial-o
leash O Final-o
Voiceless affricate /ch/ Poe cheese Initial-i
poach ease Final-i
Poe choke Initial-o
poach oak Final-o
Voiced affricates /jh/ pay G Initial-i
page E Final-i
pay joke Initial-o
page oak Final-o
Nasals /m/ lie meat Initial-i
lime eat Final-i
lie moat Initial-o
lime oat Final-o
/n/ grow neat Initial-i
grown eat Final-i
grow note Initial-o
grown oat Final-o
Table 3.2: Fricatives, affricates, and nasals (organized by class) and their respective mono-
syllabic word pairs recorded in the carrier phrase "PLEASE don't say '_ _ ' again". Different
classes of sounds were recorded in order to compare results within and across classes. Four
conditions for each consonant are labeled: Initial-i for initial position followed by vowel /i/;
Final-i for final position followed by vowel /i/; Initial-o for initial position followed by vowel
/o/; Final-o for initial position followed by vowel /o/.
this project thus concentrated on analyzing the monosyllabic words 6, since they were fully-
controlled in terms of syllable structure, lexical stress, phonetic contexts, and position in the
word, which could all affect durational measurements(see Section 1.1.2).
3.2 Phrase-level: pitch accent
In order to isolate the effects of the word position, the nuclear pitch accent of the carrier
phrase, "PLEASE don't say' - _' again" was specified to be far away from the target words,
i.e. on the initial word "Please". Recent work has shown that acoustic effect is minimized
when the pitch accent is three or more syllables away from the target word [40]. Speakers
were thus prompted to pitch accent the word "PLEASE", which was capitalized on the
computer monitor display, in order to place the pitch accents sufficiently far away from the
target tokens to remove their effects.
It is recognized that the data analyzed are restricted to mono-syllabic words with pre-
stressed syllables occurring in very well-controlled syntactic and prosodic sentence structures,
which differ from those found in conversational speech. It is important to start with these
minimal word pairs, however, in order to find the acoustic correlates of word boundaries by
having the word boundary being the only variable. We are also encouraged by the systematic
variation in acoustic parameter values with word position that we saw in our preliminary
analysis of the more natural LAFF database. Future steps to expand on upon this database
in the search for word boundary cues are discussed in Chapter 7.
6Future work analyzing the bi-syllabic words would surely shed new light on word-boundary correlates
and on the relationship between word-onset and prestressed vowel effects.

Chapter 4
Acoustic Measurements
Several temporal and spectral measurements were made to capture possible effects of articu-
latory strengthening in word-onset positions. Each measurement is described below and the
general results are discussed.
4.1 Duration of consonants
Durations of the consonants are predicted to be longer in word-initial positions. Nasal
murmur duration was measured for /m/ and /n/. It is understood that adjacent vowels do
become nasalized [5], so that the nasal murmur may not include the entire time period of
velum opening. However, it was much easier to measure the nasal murmur duration reliably,
because its boundaries are clearly marked by abrupt changes in energy [52]. In addition, this
measure captures the duration of oral closure for the nasal, and this may be the critical value.
Figure 4-1 shows the time labels in the spectrogram for a token of the nasal consonant, /m/.
Fricative durations were determined by the beginning and end of high-frequency noise,
shown in figure 4-2. Stops and affricates had two components to their durational measure-
ments. The first part is the closure duration given by the time difference between the "-g"
and "+b" landmarks, where closure is made either at the lips, alveolar ridge, or velum, to
build up pressure. The release of the stops and affricates, measured from the "+b" to the
Figure 4-1: Spectrogram of the second half of the sentence "Please don't say lie meat again"
uttered by a female speaker (fl). The beginning and end of the nasal murmur of /m/ in
"lie meat", which are indicated by sharp changes in energy, are indicated by "-s" and "+s"
respectively.
"+g" landmarks, make up the second portion of the duration, which includes the transient,
frication noise, and possibly aspiration for the voiceless consonants. Figure 4-3 shows the
closure, release, and voice onset times of a token of "p" in the speech waveform. The total
duration of the consonant (from "-g" to "+b" and then to "+g") would be the sum of closure
duration and voice onset time.
4.2 Duration of following vowel
Durations of the vowels following the consonants were also measured. The mid-point of
each of the following vowels was hand-labeled as a way to normalize the durations of the
consonants. Different ways of normalizing with respect to the vowels were tried. For example,
the sum of the total durations of the consonants plus the vowel, as well as the ratio of vowel
to total consonant durations, were plotted as a function of position. These measures were
not as effective at differentiating various word positions as the consonant durations alone.
This is plausible, because a listener would like to be able to hypothesize the word position
of a consonant as soon as he/she hears it, rather than having to wait to hear the duration
Figure 4-2: Spectrogram of /f/ in "low fee again" uttered by a female speaker (f3). The
beginning and end of the frication noise, are indicated by "-g" and "+g" respectively.
Figure 4-3: Waveform showing the closure ("-g"), release (" +b"), and voice onset moments
(" +g") of /p/ in "Sue pea", uttered by a female speaker. Closure duration is the duration
from "-g" to "+b" landmarks, and release time is the time difference between the "+g"
and "+b" landmarks. For voiced stops, release times tend to be short due to the lack of
aspiration.
of the next vowel.
4.3 Magnitude of burst transient
Burst transients for the stops and affricates were closely examined in the time waveform.
Since word-initial consonants are claimed to be made with stronger articulatory effort, the
transient at the release of a stop was hypothesized to be greater in magnitude, as a result of
greater pressure buildup during closure, to give a "stronger" burst at the release. Figure 2-1
in Section 2.1 illustrates how the transient value is obtained at the /k/ burst in the waveform.
Preliminary measures from the LAFF database in Section 2.1 showed that word-initial
position /k/'s had transients with higher amplitude than those in non-initial positions. When
the magnitude of the transient values was plotted as a function of word position from the
tokens in the generated database however, word-initial amplitudes for the transient values
were not found to be consistently larger than word-final ones, suggesting that the transient
value in the time signal is not the most important acoustic correlate of word position. It
is also important to point out that it was often more difficult to locate the transients for
alveolar and labial stops than for velar stops. The multiple release of velar stops makes
locating the transients easier. It is thus hard to conclude how useful the transient amplitude
is in identifying word position for the stop consonants. The fact that transient value is not
a consistent acoustic correlate of word position is comforting, from the point of view that if
all the word-positional effects were concentrated in the transient magnitude alone, listeners
would have to listen very carefully in order to extract word-position information from that
one moment in time during the burst release.
4.4 RMS
In this study, RMS was calculated for the stops and affricates in word-initial and word-
final positions, and no consistent pattern was found as a function of word position. This is
consistent with the results by Lavoie [34], who measured the relative RMS of the stop bursts
in bi-syllabic words in the four combinations of stress (primary stress vs. none-primary
stress) and position (initial vs. medial), and concluded that RMS was not a main correlate
of word position.
4.5 Running absolute integral
Since neither RMS or burst transient magnitude from the controlled database showed consis-
tent results across sound class or speakers, but duration and preliminary results for transients
do suggest that there is a difference for word onsets in the signal, the running absolute in-
tegral was calculated for all the consonants as another potential correlate of word position.
This measure is calculated for the duration of the consonants by summing the absolute value
of the amplitude of the signal over the duration of each consonant. Note that only the release
durations of the stops and affricates were used. The running absolute integral was motivated
by the measure total perceptual energy used as correlate of syllable stress [15]. On average,
the running absolute integrals are greater for consonants in word-initial than word-final po-
sitions. Figure 4-4 shows the results for a female speaker (F2). Similar plots for all speakers
are shown in Appendix C. This measure works better at distinguishing word positions for
voiceless obstruents than voiced ones, possibly due to the voiceless consonants' longer release
durations. Since the running integral is highly correlated with duration by its definition, fur-
ther work is needed to determine which measure does a better job at distinguishing positions
and whether the results of using both measures would be additive, suggesting that additional
word-position effects are present in the amplitude of the signal.
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Figure 4-4: Average running absolute integral values for consonants (stops, affricates, some
voiceless fricatives and nasal consonants) in word-initial and word-final positions, for a female
speaker (F2). Vertical bars indicate standard deviations. Average values are obtained from
six observations per consonant per position (three repetitions of the following vowel being
/i/; three repetitions of the following vowel being /o/). On average, the measure is greater
in value for word-initial consonants, especially for the voiceless consonants, possibly due to
their longer release durations.
Chapter 5
Data Analysis 1: Analysis by word
position
This chapter analyzes the results by word position while the next chapter focuses more on
how acoustic landmarks can be used to identify different classes of consonants. Qualitative
observations of measurements with respect to word positions are discussed first.
5.1 Qualitative observations
Durations of the thirteen target consonants were measured and plotted as a function of
word position for the six speakers. Figure 5-1 plots the durations of the voiceless stops and
affricates as a function of position for a male speaker (Ml). A few observations can be made
from this limited set of data. The following vowel (whether /i/ or /o/) does not seem to affect
the duration of the consonant in a consistent manner. This agrees with Umeda's [59] and
Zue's [61] finding that the identity of the vowel around the consonants does not significantly
affect their duration measurements [59]. Although House & Stevens [23] found durations of
fricatives to be 20 ms shorter when preceding tense than lax vowels, they found no consistent
difference between /i/ and /a/ among tense vowels. Critically for this study, on average, the
durations of word-initial consonants are longer than word-final ones. Moreover, there are
consistent distinctions among the manner classes. For example, voiceless stop consonants are
longer than other classes, in agreement with the well-known observation that voiceless stops
occurring in prestressed syllable initial positions are aspirated, giving them longer durations.
The average word-final durations of the alveolar stops are especially short because many of
them were flapped in word-final positions. In contrast to these findings across classes, within
each voicing class, word-initial stops are quite similar in duration, independent of place of
articulation. Furthermore, this is contrary to the durational differences across places for
word-final stops. This trend toward greater variability in final position holds true across
speakers. The fact that word-final consonants have more acoustic variability (in this case,
duration) than word-initial consonants supports the hypothesis that word onsets are special
places [18] that are more acoustically reliable.
5.1.1 Glottalization and pause insertion
Figure 5-2 shows a similar plot for a female speaker (F3). For this particular speaker,
word-initial vowels (after the word-final consonants as in "lake eels") are often glottalized.
A pause is also inserted in many cases between the word-final consonant and the vowel
onset of the next word. This is considerable evidence that such glottalization patterns
may be useful in locating word boundaries for vowel-onset words. For example, perceptual
results show that glottalization of word-initial vowels is a juncture cue [37]. Moreover,
Surana and Slifka [56] found that 78% of their labeled irregular phonation tokens, from
the TIMIT database, occurred at word boundaries. Umeda [60] found that insertions of
pauses or glottalization are related to speakers' styles and the difficulty of the material
content. However, in this experiement, it was fairly easy for speakers to figure out that
they were saying phonetically similar word pairs that differed in word boundary alone. Thus
glottalizing word-initial vowels or inserting pauses could be tools that certain speakers use
to disambiguate and mark boundaries [12, 56] 1. Three out of the six speakers (F2, F3,
M2) consistently glottalized and/or inserted pauses, while the other three speakers (Fl, M1,
1This boundary could be a word boundary, or a higher prosodic boundary possibly, but without pitch
accent.
Speaker M1: Total Durations (closure + release) of Voiceless Stops and Affricate
O following vowel is "i"
X following vowel is "o"
I a I j I I I I
/p/-initial /p/-final It/-initial It/-final /k/-initial /k/-final/ch/-initiaYch/-final
/segment/ - position in word
Figure 5-1: Total durations (closure time + release time) of voiceless stops and affricates
plotted as a function of word position for a male speaker (Ml). The "o" and "x" indicate
that the following vowel is "i" and "o", respectively. The identity of the following vowel does
not affect the durations of the consonant in any consistent manner. Durations are longer, by
about 40 ms, in initial than final positions. The word onset durations of the voiceless stops
(p, t, k) are relatively similar, averaging to about 140 ms for this speaker, independent of
the place of articulation. The duration difference with respect to position is the greatest for
the alveolar /t/.
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M3) rarely or only occasionally did so. Examination of the LAFF database showed that two
out of the four speakers (1 female and 1 male) also regularly glottalized their word initial
vowels, thereby marking word onsets. While a much larger pool of speakers is needed for
statistical analysis of the glottalization rate for word-initial vowels, half of the speakers from
the current study are found to regularly glottalize word-initial vowels in clear speech.
From a speech recognition point of view, where prosodic and lexical stress factors are
not tightly controlled in running speech, it is possible that automatic detection of irregular
voicing [55] can prove quite useful in word-boundary detection. Irregularity in voicing could
indicate a high probability of a word-initial vowel that is glottalized, or an unreleased word-
final stop. More careful acoustic measurements can then be done on the glottalized signal
to determine where the word boundary lies.
5.2 Quantitative analysis
The fricative and nasal durations are discussed first since their durations only have one
component, either the nasal murmur or the frication. Stops and affricates are discussed
next in terms of their total durations which include both closure and release. Observations
regarding the two components of the total durations are then discussed. Since the following
vowel, either /i/ or /o/, was not found to affect the consonant durations in any consistent
way, tokens are averaged across the vowel contexts, and average durations and their general
trends will be used in discussion.
5.2.1 Fricatives and nasal
Figure 5-3 plots the average durations of the three voiceless fricatives and the two nasal
consonants for word-initial and word-final positions for speaker M2. The average values
were calculated from six tokens (three repetitions of the following vowel being either /i/
or /o/). One sees that fricatives and nasal consonants occurring in word-initial positions
have longer durations than those in word-final positions. This suggests that speakers are
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Figure 5-2: Total durations (closure time + release time) of voiceless stops and affricates
plotted as a function of word position for a female speaker (F3). The "o" and "x" indicate
that the following vowel is "i" and "o", respectively. In word onset tokens, it seems that the
consonants preceding /i/ are longer than those preceding /o/. This is not true for word-final
tokens, and was not consistently observed across all six speakers. Durations are longer, by
about 40-50 ms, in initial vs. final positions, since voiceless stops are aspirated being in
prestressed syllable-initial positions. The word onset durations of the voiceless stops (p, t,
k) are relatively the same, independent of the place of articulation, while more variability in
durations is found for word-final stops. * indicates that the vowel following the consonant
is glottalized, which occurred mostly for word-initial vowels. Pauses were often inserted as
well after the word-final consonants. Three of the six speakers regularly glottalized their
word-initial vowels and/or inserted pause before word-initial vowels.
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producing longer frication noise and longer nasalized closures to enhance the presence of the
consonantal features that characterize these consonants at word onsets. The longer durations
of frication noise or nasal murmur, might give the listeners a clearer signal of some of the
features of these consonants in the running speech. Their "strong" presence, by way of longer
duration, might indicate to the listeners that they are word-initial consonants.
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Figure 5-3: Average durations of three voiceless fricatives (/f/, /s/, /sh/) and two nasals
(/m/, /n/ as function of word position, for male speaker M2. Standard deviations are
shown as error bars. Word-initial fricatives are longer by 50-70 ms than those in word-
final positions, indicating that the fricative constriction or the vocal tract closure for the
nasal consonants, are made longer by that amount of time when they occur in word-initial
positions. The greatest difference is found for /f/, followed by /s/, and then /sh/. For the
nasal consonants, the difference is smaller, ranging from 26 ms for the labial to 40 ms for
the alveolar nasal stop.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the average durations for each speaker and across speakers for
the two word positions. Appendix B shows all six duration plots for the fricative and nasal
consonants.
Speaker /f/-initial /f/-final /s/-initial /s/-final /sh/-initial /sh/-final
M1 105 (ms) 95 (10) (ms) 122 (ms) 97 (25) (ms) 124 (ms) 108 (16) (ms)
M2 141 69 (72) 149 89 (60) 158 110 (48)
M3 125 111 (14) 111 85 (26) 135 119 (16)
F1 120 90 (30) 129 104 (25) 137 113 (24)
F2 156 90 (96) 155 103 (52) 171 118 (53)
F3 140 99 (41) 142 121 (21) 167 137 (30)
All 131 92 (39) 134 99 (35) 149 118 (31)
Table 5.1: Average durations of the fricatives as a function of word position. Duration
is determined by the start and end of frication noise. Averaging across speakers, /sh/ is
the longest fricative, followed by /s/, with /f/ having the shortest duration. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the difference in duration between word-initial and word-final positions.
Word initial fricatives are always longer than word-final ones. On average, /f/ differed by
the greatest amount (39 ms) in word-initial versus word-final position. /s/ is longer by 35
ms in word-initial positions, while /sh/, whose constriction is the furthest back in the vocal
tract, produced a difference of 31 ms between the two word positions. While durations of
the fricatives (if comparing within the same word position) decrease as the constriction in
the vocal tract becomes more fronted, the difference in durational measurements between
positions (given the same consonant) increases. This pattern does vary, however, when
looking at individual speakers. Overall, the fricatives as a class pattern similarly with respect
to position, where those occurring in word-initial positions are longer by 30-40 ms than those
occurring in word-final positions.
Averaged across speakers, word-initial fricatives are longer than word-final ones by 30-40
ms. This difference is larger than what was observed between word-initial and word-medial
durations under similar stress patterns reported by [34]. She found initial /f/'s to be longer
than medial /f/'s by only 5 ms, no difference between /s/'s by position, and her initial
/sh/'s were actually shorter by 20 ms than medial ones. However, upon closer examination
of her word pairs for /s/ (super vs. assist) and /sh/ (shadow vs. eschew), one sees that
the prestressed medial consonant is not in a simple VCV environment, which affects the
durational patterns [31, 61]. Umeda found the non-stressed word-initial /s/ to be 11 ms
longer than non-stressed word-final /s/. The fact that her database is a read passage could
contribute to this smaller observed difference.
While variations exist among different speakers, /sh/ has the longest average duration
(149 ms in word-initial position), followed by /s/ (134 ms), and then /f/ (131 ms), a non-
strident fricative. The durational differences between initial vs. final positions show a
reversed trend however, with /f/ showing the largest difference, followed by /s/, and /s/
having the smallest difference for initial vs. final positions. Over all, the fricatives as a
class pattern by their positions in the word, where word-initial fricatives' frication noise is
longer by 30-40 ms than those for word-final fricatives. The lengthened frication noise is
hypothesized to be used by speakers to enhance the characteristics and the presence of the
fricatives at word onsets to help the listeners in identifying word onsets for lexical access.
Speaker /m/-initial /m/-final /n/-initial /n/-final
M1 71 (ms) 67 (4) (ms) 53 (ms) 32 (21) (ms)
M2 92 52 (40) 74 47 (27)
M3 83 58 (25) 67 41 (26)
F1 78 66 (12) 80 54 (26)
F2 97 73 (24) 80 48 (32)
F3 104 73 (31) 78 57 (21)
All 87 65 (22) 72 46 (26)
Table 5.2: Average durations of the nasal consonants as a function of word position. Duration
reflects the nasal murmur part of the nasal consonant, and does not include the vowel part
that might be nasalized. Numbers in parentheses indicate the difference in duration between
the word-initial and word-final nasal consonants. A labial nasal consonant is, on average,
longer than the alveolar nasal consonant. Overall, the nasal consonants pattern similarly to
other consonants with respect to position in the word, i.e. those in word-initial positions are
longer by 22-26 ms than those in word-final positions.
Durations of /m/ and /n/, with /m/ longer than /n/, when averaged across all tokens,
agree well with reports by Byrd [3]. Word-initial /m/ was longer than word-final /m/
by 22 ms, and word-initial /n/ was longer by 26 ms. This trend is opposite from what
was found in the preliminary analysis of the LAFF sentences however. Reexamining the
words containing /n/'s from those sentences, many of the non-initial /n/'s were prestressed,
which could account for their longer durations. Lavoie found initial nasal consonants to be
slightly longer than medial nasals, and Umeda found similar patterns in a non-prestressed
condition. Byrd found word-final nasal stops (64 ms) to be 3 ms longer than those in word-
initial positions, similar to the findings from the LAFF sentences. This difference in trend
is probably caused by the differences in material from the databases. For this thesis, the
significant finding is that in a well-controlled database, the word-initial lengthening is more
apparent, giving insight into the contributions of this positional factor. Other factors, such
as lexical stress, might have a greater influence on the durations of nasals than on other
sound classes.
The longer nasal murmur durations in word-initial positions found from this database,
suggest that speakers are making longer vocal tract closure either with the lips (for /m/)
or the tongue tip (for /n/) when the velum is lowered. Fougeron & Keating [13] also found
a greater amount of linguopalatal contact and longer durations for /n/ at beginnings of
various prosodic domains, and they found a weak correlation between duration and amount
of linguopalatal contact. One hypothesis that can account for this is that speakers, at word
onsets, make the closure gesture with greater articulatory effort, and form the closure with
a greater surface area (more linguopalatal contact), as the articulator moves into and out of
the closure gesture. This exaggerated articulatory gesture at word onsets, results in some
lengthening of the nasal murmur duration. The duration might not be highly correlated
with the amount of linguopalatal contact since the relationship between the contact area
and closure duration might not be linear. There might be more of a "peeling" effect as more
of the tongue tissue is pushed against the palate when there is a great area of contact. As the
contact area is decreased during the release or at initial point of contact when first forming
the closure, the tongue tip might act more as a whole incompressible mass, rather than a
bendable compressible tissue mass. Further articulatory data are needed to find a detailed
description of the articulators' movement and to derive a more complete relation in terms of
the acoustic output. The data show, however, that there is a significant difference in duration
between word-initial and word-final nasal consonants. The lengthened nasal murmurs could
be a cue that helps listeners to identify the existence of the nasal consonant more reliably,
thus driving the word segmentation and/or lexical access processes.
5.2.2 Stops and Affricates
Total durations
Tables 5.3-5.5 list the average total durations of the voiceless and voiced obstruents. The total
duration includes the closure and release components of each consonant. The voiceless stops
are longer in word-initial than word-final positions. This is expected since stops in syllable-
initial (in this case, word-initial also) positions that are prestressed are aspirated, giving
them longer durations. Voiced stops are also longer in word-initial positions. Affricates,
which have been characterized as being more stop-like than fricatives [50, 8, 21] pattern in
a similar way.
Speaker /p/-initial /p/-final /t/-initial /t/-final /k/-initial /k/-final
M1 130 (ms) 85 (35) (ms) 138 (ms) 34 (104) (ms) 135 (ms) 94 (41) (ms)
M2 155 74 (81) 158 54 (104) 142 88 (54)
M3 150 114 (36) 136 46 (90) 143 103 (40)
F1 122 101 (21) 139 49 (90) 138 104 (34)
F2 174 103 (71) 173 63 (110) 173 104 (69)
F3 162 110 (52) 160 100 (60) 165 152 (13)
All 149 98 (51) 151 58 (93) 149 108 (41)
Table 5.3: Average total (closure + release) durations of the voiceless stops as a function
of word position. Parentheses contain durational differences due to position. Alveolar stop
exhibits the greatest difference with respect to position in the word, followed by labial and
then velar stop.
Averaged across speakers, voiceless stops in initial positions are 40-100 ms longer than
those in final positions. The largest difference is found in the alveolar stops, which have
been suggested to differ from other stops by being "unmarked" [42]. Ignoring alveolars, the
voiceless stops are about 40-50 ms longer in initial positions. A similar trend was only found
in alveolar stops by Lavoie (4 ms)and Umeda (19 ms), and to a much smaller extent. Umeda
did not include aspiration when measuring the duration of voiceless stops, which might
account for why she did not find a difference in their durations with respect to position.
Voiced stops, when averaged across speakers, are longer by 20-50 ms in initial positions.
Speaker /b/-initial /b/-final /d/-initial /d/-final /g/-initial /g/-final
M1 68 (ms) 54 (14) (ms) 57 (ms) 26 (31) (ms) 66 (ms) 63 (3) (ms)
M2 108 57 (51) 115 42 (73) 113 86 (27)
M3 86 75 (11) 83 36 (47) 93 77 (16)
F1 100 75 (25) 92 49 (43) 103 71 (32)
F2 83 66 (17) 99 46 (53) 96 75 (21)
F3 119 105 (14) 110 73 (37) 117 115 (2)
All 94 72 (22) 93 45 (47) 98 81 (17)
Table 5.4: Average total (closure + release) durations of the voiced stops as a function of
word position. Parentheses contain durational differences due to position. The differences are
smaller than those found for voiceless stops, with alveolar showing the greatest difference,
followed by labial and then velar stops. While speakers have individual differences, the
ranking of differences by place of articulation is similar for voiced and voiceless stops when
averaged across speakers.
The greatest difference in position is found for the alveolar stop, but even ignoring the
alveolar difference, initial voiced stops are 20 ms longer at word-onsets. Similar but smaller
trends were observed in Lavoie's data for /b/ (9 ms) and /d/ (25 ms). Umeda showed a
difference of 25 ms between initial /d/ and final /d/ in non-stressed condition. Oller also
found that word-initial /b/'s were longer by 20 ms than word-medial /b/.
Both voiced and voiceless stops show the greatest difference in position for the alveolars
stops, followed by the labial and then the velar stops. The word-onset durations are relatively
constant within each class of voiced or voiceless stops, independent of place. The word-offset
durations are a lot more variable, supporting the claim that onset consonants are more
acoustically distinctive and reliable than offset ones.
Similar to the stops, affricates are produced with longer durations in word-initial posi-
tions, where the voiceless affricates are longer by an average of 35 ms, and voiced ones are
longer by 16 ms. Lavoie found similar, but again, smaller (12 ms for /ch/ and 9 ms for /jh/)
differences for both voiced and voiceless affricates.
Speaker /ch/-initial /ch/-final /jh/-initial /jh/-final
M1 138 (ms) 115 (23) (ms) 95 (ms) 84 (11) (ms)
M2 163 86 (77) 126 98 (28)
M3 146 120 (26) 111 95 (16)
F1 149 122 (27) 120 107 (13)
F2 169 131 (38) 118 98 (20)
F3 167 146 (21) 136 130 (6)
All 155 120 (35) 118 102 (16)
Table 5.5: Average total (closure + release) durations of affricates as a function of word
position. Parentheses contain durational differences due to position. All speakers consis-
tent produced longer durations for word-initial affricates than word-final affricates, where a
greater difference (by a factor of 2) was found for the voiceless affricate.
Closure and release durations of stops and affricates
Lengthening the stops and affricates at word onsets could be a tool that speakers use to
mark word boundaries for the listeners. Increasing the durations of these obstruents might
make them more noticeable in the speech signal, thus helping listeners to identify and use
them during lexical access. Since both the stop and affricate durations are composed of two
components 2, it is worthwhile to examine how each component of the consonants is changed,
across word positions. This knowledge could help in hypothesizing what kind of mechanisms
speakers use when marking word-onset consonants.
Table 5.6 lists the closure and release durations of the stops and affricates averaged across
the six speakers. When averaged across positions, both closure and release durations were
within a standard deviation of the results reported by Byrd [3]. The closure and release
durations of the affricates, when averaged across positions, also came very close to her
reported means.
In relation to positions, trends found in the current data only match some of those found
by Lavoie [34] and Umeda [59]. All closure durations are longer in word-initial than final
positions. This was found to be true for Lavoie's /p/, /k/, /b/,/d/, /ch/, and /jh/ when
she compared prestressed initial vs. medial positions. Umeda found closure durations to be
2In this analysis, aspiration is not distinguished from frication noise.
longer in non-stressed initial positions for the alveolar stops but the reverse to be true for
/p/ and /k/. As seen in Table 5.6, all release durations (except for /b/ and /jh/) are longer
in initial vs. final positions. This trend was found to be true for only /d/ out of all the stops
and affricates in initial vs. medial positions measured by Lavoie. This suggests that under
prestressed conditions, word-final and word-medial stops and affricates behave differently,
in addition to being different from word-initial consonants, at least for the release duration
measurements.
For word-onset consonants, closure durations match almost exactly with those reported
by Umeda [59] and come very close to means reported by Zue [61]. Closure durations
increased, while release duration decreased, as the constriction of the stop moved forward, a
trend also reported by [31, 23, 59, 61]. Since the closure and release durations have opposite
trends in duration as a function of place of articulation, the total durations of consonants,
within each class, is relatively constant. Measures from word-onset consonants alone thus
give a lot more insight in terms of how consonants pattern within a particular class of sound,
described by different manners of production. This, and its implications in terms of using
landmarks to perform speech recognition under the lexical access framework are discussed
in detail in Chapter 6.
Figure 5-4 plots the average total durations of the stops and affricates for one of the male
speakers. Figure 5-5 shows the two component durations (closure and release) that make up
the total duration. The bottom portion represents closure duration where closure is made to
build up pressure, and the top portion is the release duration which contains the transient,
frication noise and possibly aspiration noise parts of the stop release. Comparing word-initial
to word-final durations of the obstruents, one notices that the word-initial closure and release
durations are not longer than their word-final respective parts by the same amount. For the
voiceless stops, it is the release components that are relatively longer at initial positions.
Conversely, for voiced stops, it is the closure duration that lengthens more at word-initial
positions. Figures showing the durations and their components for all the speakers are in
Appendix B.
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Figure 5-4: Average total durations (closure + release) of stops and affricates in word-initial
and word-final positions for a male speaker (M2). Standard deviations are shown as error
bars. Word-initial durations are found to be longer than word-final durations. Averages
obtained from six tokens per consonant per word position (three repetitions of following
vowel being /i/ and three repetitions of following vowel being /o/).
The difference in the lengthening amounts of various portions of the stops and affricates,
depending on their voicing, suggest that speakers can articulate these consonants such that
different portions of these consonants are affected in different ways. For voiced stops and
affricates at onsets, speakers lengthen the closure portion of the obstruent by a greater
amount (both in terms of absolute value and percentage change). For the voiceless stops,
speakers lengthened the release portions (both in terms of absolute value and percentage
change) to a greater extent in word-initial positions. Rather than patterning exactly as
the voiceless stops, the voiceless affricates' release durations increase by a greater absolute
amount, while their closure durations increase by a greater percentage, when in word-initial
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Figure 5-5: Average total durations, broken down by closure and release durations, of the
stops and fricatives as a function of word position for the same male speaker (M2). Standard
deviations are shown as error bars. Word-initial durations are found to be longer than word-
final ones. The components within each consonant are not proportionately lengthened in
initial positions. For the voiceless stops and affricate, it is the release portions which are
lengthened to a greater extent for initial positions. For their voiced counterparts however,
it is the closure portions that are lengthened more at word onsets.
positions, suggesting slightly differences between the affricates and stops. These various
lengthening effects suggest that rather than simply making a stronger overall articulatory
effort, where one might expect the closure and release durations to lengthen together and by
the same amount or percentage, speakers can actually choose to lengthen different portions
of the stops and affricates. This introduces an additional complexity to what one may call
the "articulatory strengthening" effects on the acoustic correlates, in this case, duration, of
the segment.
A simple "stronger articulation" at word onsets can not fully account for this difference in
the various portions of the stops and affricates. While there is an initial correlation between
the closure duration and amount of pressure build-up for stops [4], the build-up of pressure
does not continue throughout the closure duration once a certain level has been reached
(i.e., it can not go above the subglottal pressure). The fact that closure durations are not
increased for both voiceless and voiced obstruents in the same way indicates that different
types of effort are made for the voiced vs. voiceless stops/affricates.
One possible explanation for why speakers choose whether to lengthen the closure por-
tion or the release portion for the different consonant types is that they are enhancing the
differences in the features/characteristics of these consonants, distinguishing them from one
another. This is described as paradigmatic contrast enhancement where consonant features
are enhanced such that they become more different from one another in the same posi-
tion [6, 24]. A different type of enhancement is syntagmatic contrast enhancement, by which
the consonant is made more "consonant-like" to distinguish itself from the adjacent vowel.
Such an enhancement effort could possibly predict an overall lengthening of the consonants
where closure and release durations are lengthened in the same way, or where the more
"consonant-like" portion (be it closure vs. release) is enhanced to a greater extent. The fact
that voiceless stops' release durations are lengthened by a larger amount, and the voiced
stops' closure durations are lengthened by a larger amount, suggests that the contrast is
made to separate the consonants from each other, rather than to distinguish them from
their adjacent vowel segments. This type of enhancement is supported by the acoustic land-
marks used to derive these durational and manner features. The landmarks (b, s, and g) have
already been identified as consonant landmarks, thus already identifying these segments as
consonants, making syntagmatic contrast with the neighboring segments (possibly vowels)
less necessary. The greater increase in VOT values for voiceless stops in prestressed syllable-
initial (in this case, also word-initial) positions, enhances the feature [+stiff vocal folds] for
the voiceless stops. The greater increase in closure duration for the voiced stops, and for
certain segments where release durations actually decreased in word-initial positions, may
enhance the feature [-stiff vocal folds].
It is hypothesized that speakers mark stops and affricates at word onsets by making them
longer, while choosing to lengthen different portions differently in order to add contrast to
the different types of consonants. The types or identity of the consonant landmarks are
useful for distinguishing the consonants from the adjacent vowels, but do not readily give
the voicing character of the consonants 3 . The landmarks, with the aid of the enhanced
cues that distinguish voiced and voiceless stops/affricates, would thus help to identify the
manner and voicing features of the consonants.
5.3 Summary and Discussion
All word-initial consonants are longer, on average, than consonants in word-final positions.
The vowel following the consonant does not affect durations in any consistent manner. Voice-
less fricatives are longer, on average, by 30-40 ms, nasals by 24 ms, /ch/ by 35 ms, /jh/ by
16 ms, voiceless stops by 40-100 ms and voiced stops by 20-50 ms at word onsets. The
difference found for voiceless stops and affricates is twice as much as the difference found
for their voiced counterparts. For the nasal consonants, alveolar /n/ showed greater differ-
ences across positions than /m/, possibly due to nasal flapping of /n/. Stop and affricate
consonants within a broad phonemic class had similar durations at word onsets, but varied
in durations at word-offsets. Alveolars had the largest variations in duration with respect
to word position, followed by labials, and then velars. Vowel-initial glottalization and pause
insertion occurred for half of the speakers at word boundaries.
For voiced and voiceless stops, closure and release durations lengthened disproportion-
ately, and in different ways, depending on the voicing of the stops. For voiceless stops, the
release durations are lengthened by a greater amount (both in terms of absolute duration
and percentage change) at initial vs. final positions. For voiced stops on the other hand,
the closure durations are lengthened by a greater amount in absolute as well as percentage
values at initial positions. This evidence suggests that speakers are enhancing paradigmatic
3The sequence of landmarks for the C in VCV environments is -g, +b, +g for both voiced and voiceless
stops and affricates.
contrasts for consonants in word-initial positions by making them more different from other
consonants.
For the fricatives and nasals, one could argue that their increase in duration is enhancing
both syntagmatic and paradigmatic contrasts. By increasing either the frication or nasal
murmur duration, speakers are making the consonants more "consonantal", to contrast with
vowel segments, as well as more distinguishable from similar consonants appearing in word-
final positions, by being longer in duration.
Duration values can be readily incorporated into a speech perception model under the
lexical access framework. In fact, past work has shown that fine-grained acoustic differences
(in terms of varying values along the VOT continuum for bilabial consonants) are preserved
during lexical activation of competing candidates, and that they could be helpful for on-line
word recognition [36]. The existence of a consonant and its duration can be extracted from
the landmarks (e.g. "-g" to "+b" to "+g" landmarks for the total duration of a stop). These
landmarks can be used in hypothesizing the position of the consonant in the word. If its
duration is higher than a pre-set threshold, it can be hypothesized to be word-initial. On
the other hand, if its duration is quite short, it is most likely not word-initial. The threshold
for a consonant can be adjusted depending on the voicing feature and other articulator-free
features, based on the observed sets of landmarks. As noted earlier in Chapter 1, however,
it is not necessary at this stage to identify place of articulation for the consonant, since
the durations are largely independent of consonant place. On the other hand, adjustment
for speaking rate will probably be required prior to durational comparisons. Realistically,
everyday speech is not controlled for various prosodic factors which have been controlled in
this database, and thus measurements from real speech will not be as clean as the ones mea-
sured here. With increasing qualitative and quantitative knowledge of how various prosodic
factors might affect certain acoustic attributes, such as duration, the knowledge that word-
initial position is one of the factors that lengthen consonants will not only be useful from a
knowledge, production, and acquisition point of view, but can also be potentially useful in
speech recognition systems.
/p/-initial /p/-final /t/-initial /t/-final /k/-initial /k/-final
closure 87 (ms) 79 (8, 10%) 72 38 (34, 48%) 64 59 (5, 8%)
release 61 (ms) 19 (42,69%) 78 20 (58, 75%) 85 49 (36, 43%)
/b/-initial /b/-final /d/-initial /d/-final /g/-initial /g/-final
closure 84 61 (23, 27%) 76 36 (40, 54%) 71 58(58, 19%)
release 10 11 (-1, -10%) 17 10 (7, 43%) 27 23(4, 14%)
/ch/-initial /ch/-final
closure 53 37 (16, 31%)
release 102 83 (19, 18%)
/jh/-initial /jh/-final
closure 57 39 (18, 31%)
release 61 63 (-2, -4%)
Table 5.6: The closure and release durations of the stops and affricates, averaged across all
six speakers, are listed. The consonants are separated into four main classes. The first two
rows are the durations for voiceless stops, followed by voiced stops. The next two rows are
the closure and release durations of the voiceless affricate, and the last two rows are those
for the voiced affricate. Numbers in parenthesis are the decrease in duration, both in terms
of absolute amount and percentage amount calculated by the formula: (final-initial)/initial,
when going from word-initial to word-final positions. /p/, for example, decreased by 8 ms, or
10% of its original word-initial duration, when it was at word-final positions. For the voiceless
stops, the release (rather than the closure) durations of the consonants changed by a greater
amount (in both absolute and percentage values) when going from word-initial to word-final
positions. In contrast, for the voiced stops, it is the closure component that decreased by a
greater amount (in both absolute and percentage values) in word-final positions compared
to word-initial positions. In fact, the average release portions of /b/ actually increased
slightly when in word-final positions. For the voiceless affricate, /ch/, the release duration
changed the most in terms of absolute duration, but the closure duration changed the most
by percentage points. The voiced affricate patterned after the voiced stops. Affricates thus
give mixed results compared to the voiceless and voiced stops.

Chapter 6
Data Analysis 2: Analysis of word
onset consonants
Analysis from Chapter 5 shows that consonants in word-initial positions are longer and tend
to be acoustically more invariant within classes than those occurring in word-final positions.
Consonants in word-final positions show more durational variability within each class, and
speakers often glottalized the following word-initial vowel, or inserted pauses to possibly
mark word boundaries. The fact that consonants are acoustically less variable in word-
initial positions permit generalizations about different classes of consonants to be drawn
from the word onset data. This chapter focuses on word-initial consonants and analyzes
them by their respective sound class. How the manner features and durational values can
be derived from the acoustic landmarks under the lexical access framework is also discussed
in more detail.
6.1 Onset durations by consonant class
Figure 6-1 plots the average total duration of the thirteen consonants that occur in word-
initial positions for M1. For this male speaker, the voiceless consonants are longer than their
voiced counterparts. Within the voiceless consonants, affricate is the longest, followed by
the stops, and then the fricatives. Within each class, there is only a small variation among
duration values (e.g. voiceless stops have similar durations). This agrees with past results
of voiceless stops and fricatives [61, 23] that durations are about the same, independent of
the place of articulation. Similar trends are found across speakers and figures showing their
consonant onset durati'ons are in Appendix D. Table 6.1 lists the average onset durations of
the consonants for the six speakers.
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Figure 6-1: Average total durations (averaged across six tokens) of all thirteen consonants in
initial positions, for male speaker (Ml). Standard deviations are shown as error bars. Voice-
less classes are longer than their voiced counterparts. Nasal consonants rank the shortest
and the voiceless affricates rank the longest.
SM1 M2 M3 F1 F2 F3 Ali
Voiceless /p/ 130 (ms) 155 (ms) 150 (ms) 122 (ms) 174 (ms) 162 (ms) 149
stops /t/ 138 158 136 139 173 160 151
/k/ 135 142 143 138 173 165 149
Voiced /b/ 68 108 86 100 83 119 94
stops /d/ 57 115 83 92 99 110 93
/g/ 66 113 93 103 96 117 98
Voiceless /f/ 105 141 125 120 156 140 131
fricatives /s/ 122 149 111 129 155 142 134
/sh/ 124 158 135 137 171 167 149
Voiceless /ch/ 138 163 146 149 169 167 155
affricate
Voiced /jh/ 95 126 111 120 118 136 118
affricate
Nasals /m/ 71 92 83 78 97 104 87
/n/ 53 74 67 80 80 78 72
Table 6.1: Average durations of word onset consonants for individual speakers and averaged
across all speakers. Each value is obtained from averaging across six tokens (three repetitions
of the following vowel being /i/, and three repetitions of the following vowel being /o/).
6.1.1 Voiceless stops
Durations of /p/, /t/, and /k/ (149, 151, 149 ms) match almost exactly to those measured
by Zue (150, 150, 148 ms), and differ very little within the class. Lavoie's average durations
were about 35 ms shorter, and House & Stevens had average durations that were about 20
ms longer. These differences might be accounted for by the material and/or rate of speech 1
Overall, there is little variability in the total durations of the consonants within the voiceless
stops class.
6.1.2 Voiced stops
On average, voiced stops at onsets were 95 ms long and varied very little within class. House
& Stevens had a longer average duration of 138 ms while Lavoie reported a mean duration
1House & Stevens recorded the non-sense words in isolation, which could have lengthened the durations.
Lavoie's measures are from bi-syllabic words, and the shorter durations could be the result of the polysyllabic
shortening effect.
of 85 ms. Possible reasons for the difference in means are similar to those mentioned for
the voiceless stops. All found little variability in the total durations of the voiced stops.
Voiced stops are about 50 ms shorter than voiceless stops on average, which is about twice
as large as the differences reported by Crystal & House [10] and Byrd [3]. The fact that the
utterances are clearly articulated in the current database could account for these differences.
6.1.3 Voiceless fricatives
Average voiceless fricative duration is 136 ms, similar to what Umeda's (120 ms) and Lavoie's
(120) results. House & Stevens reported higher average durations of about 190 ms, which
might be explained by elicitation style of the data. From all results, only a moderate degree
of difference in duration is found among the voiceless fricatives.
6.1.4 Affricates
The voiceless affricate (155 ms) is about 30 ms longer than voiced affricate, and similar
differences in durations (though smaller absolute durations) were reported by Lavoie, and
Crystal & House.
6.1.5 Nasals
Nasals averaged out to be about 80 ms, which matched very closely with all past reported
results [34, 10, 59, 3].
6.2 Discussion
Figures 6-2 and 6-3 plot the onset durations averaged across each class of sounds for each
speaker, and then across all speakers. Overall, nasal consonant durations rank the shortest
(80 ms), followed by the voiced stops (95 ms), voiced affricate (118 ms), voiceless fricatives
(138 ms), voiceless stops (150 ms), with the voiceless affricate being the longest (155 ms).
House & Stevens also found voiceless fricatives to be similar in duration to voiceless stops.
This durational ranking of sound classes is almost the same as the one by Crystal & House,
except their voiceless fricatives were longer than their voiceless stops.
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Figure 6-2: Average onset durations of the stops and fricatives by class, averaged within and
across speakers. For all speakers, voiceless stops are slightly longer than voiceless fricatives,
which are longer than voiced stops despite different durational means among speakers due
mostly to speaking rate. Averaged across speakers, voiceless stops are longer than voiced
stops by 50 ms.
From the average durations of the different classes of consonants at word onsets, it seems
that their durations pattern by voicing and manner of articulation, and not so much by place
of articulation. It has been claimed that voiced consonants tend to be shorter because enough
transglottal pressure needs to be maintained to keep the glottis vibrating. Also, durations of
the consonants are hypothesized to be influenced by the different speeds with which various
articulators move in forming the closures and releases of the consonants. While there is
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Figure 6-3: Average onset durations of affricates and nasal consonants, averaged within and
across speakers. For all speakers, voiceless affricate is the longest, with a mean duration
of 155 ms. Voiceless affricate is shorter by 37 ms, while the nasal consonants ranked the
shortest.
a difference in closure and release durations of the stops and affricates that did pattern
somewhat by place of articulation, the total consonant durations for these obstruents were
found to be quite constant within their class, independent of articulation. One hypothesis
that could account for these durational differences in the various classes of sounds is the
general types of articulatory gestures required to make these sounds .
To produce a voiced stop, one needs to make a closure at the constriction to build up
pressure, and then open the constriction to form the release. To produce a voiceless stop,
on the other hand, the glottis needs to be spread to prevent voicing. This extra gesture of
spreading the glottis, which introduces aspiration at the glottis, could be the reason that
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voiceless consonants are longer than their voiced counterpart, when in the same position in
the word. Voiceless fricatives are slightly shorter than voiceless stops because the constriction
does not need to completely close and then open during production. As noted above, one
would expect voiced fricatives to be slightly shorter than voiced stops. The voiceless affricate,
being similar to a voiceless stop with longer frication noise, thus has the longest duration.
Articulatory data would need to be collected during production of these consonants to con-
firm this observation, and to give better insight into the interactive relationship between the
glottis and the supraglottal articulator when forming closures and/or constrictions.
Table 6.2 lists the average durations (including closure and release durations for the
stops and affricates) for different classes of consonants pooled across speakers. From these
average durations, the additional time required to produce different articulatory gestures
can be inferred. In order to produce a nasal consonant, the speaker needs to lower the
velum. This downward movement takes a relatively short amount of time and does not
move against any resistance due to pressure. In order to make a fricative, a constriction
small enough to generate frication noise needs to be produced and held in place while air
flows through the constriction. A stop, which requires making a complete closure rather than
just a constriction, requires slightly more time, in this case about 12 ms extra. Following
this reasoning, it is hypothesized that voiced fricatives should be about 12 ms shorter than
voiceless fricatives. While Crystal & House [10] did not find voiceless stops to be longer than
voiceless fricatives, their voiced stops were found to be exactly 12 ms longer than voiced
fricatives under similar stress patterns. House & Stevens [23], from a separate database,
found their voiceless fricatives to be 13 ms shorter than the voiceless stops in pre-stressed
positions. Thus making a complete closure requires about 12 ms longer than making a
constriction. Similarly, /ch/, which has been characterized as a stop with longer frication
noise, is only slightly (5ms) longer than voiceless stops. The affricate /ch/ is about 5 ms
longer than the voiceless stops and /jh/ is 23 ms longer than voiced stops. One can thus
infer that the time required to make the additional frication noise in producing the affricate
ranges from 5-23 ms, possibly depending on voicing. It is reasonable to assume that it does
not require too much time to make the second constriction since the tongue is already set
in motion upon the release of the consonant. Lavoie's /jh/'s are longer than /d/'s by 33
ms, and /ch/'s are longer than /t/'s by 16 ms. Crystal & House [9] found their /ch/'s to
be 32 ms longer than voiceless stops and /jh/'s to be longer than voiced stops by 33 ms.
Although the times are variable from different studies, there seems to be a smaller difference
between the voiceless stops and affricates, than there is between their voiced counterparts.
Comparison of voiced and voiceless durations for stops and affricates (See Table 6.2) show
that the glottal gesture increases the duration by about 40-50 ms.
pkt bdg fssh ch /jh/ mn
Durations (ms) 150 (75, 75) 95 (77, 18) 138 155 (53, 102) 118 (57, 61) 80
Table 6.2: Durations of different onset consonants by class, averaged across all six speakers.
Closure duration and release durations are shown in parentheses in this order for the stops
and affricates. The closure durations for voiced vs. voiceless stops, and for voiced vs. voice-
less affricates are almost the same. The extra durations in the releases of these consonants
can thus result from the extra glottal gesture to stop voicing. This duration is estimated to
be around 40-50 ms for these consonants.
Another possible cause for the different durations that are observed for the various classes
of consonants could be a consequence of the interaction of the yielding walls of the vocal
tract and the variation of the intraoral pressure through the production of the consonant.
When an obstruent consonant follows a vowel, there is a pressure increase in the vocal
tract as the consonant constriction is formed. This increase is due in part to the reduced
size of the consonantal constriction in relation to the following vowel, and in part to the
compliance of the vocal-tract walls [51, 57]. In particular, the impedance of the yielding
walls places a limitation on the rate of increase of the intraoral pressure. This influence of
the walls on the amount of pressure increase will be greater for the voiceless obstruents, for
which the intraoral pressure is highest. There will be no pressure increase for nasals, and
intermediate increase for voiced obstruents. Thus it might be expected that the different
intraoral pressures and wall compliances for the three classes of consonants can play a role
in modifying the duration of the consonant, with the nasals having the shortest duration,
the voiced obstruents having an intermediate duration, and the voiceless ones having the
longest duration. Another possible consequence from the interaction of wall compliance
and intraoral pressure is a change in the amplitude of the signal for different consonants.
Further experimental and theoretical work is needed to examine these effects on duration
and amplitude.
6.3 Using acoustic landmarks under the lexical access
model
Different classes of consonants display different inherent durations that are relatively in-
dependent of place of articulation. By simply knowing the articulation manner (be they
nasals, fricatives, or stops, etc.) and voicing (differentiable by durational differences) of the
consonant [33, 43], both of which can be extracted from acoustic landmarks, one could start
the lexical access process without the full specification of the feature set for a particular
segment.
Nasal consonants are identified by a pair of +/- "s" landmarks. Fricatives are usually
marked by a pair of +/- "g" landmark [43] 2 because voicing usually stops once the frication
noise starts and starts after the frication noise ends. Stops and affricates' closure durations
are identified by the "-g" and "+b" landmark pairs, and "+b" and the following landmark
(a "+g" if followed by a vowel) gives the release duration of the stops and affricates. The
types of landmarks thus can directly identify the manner feature of the consonants. The
timing in between the landmarks will in turn give their durational measures.
From a lexicon of 20,000 words, Huttenlocher & Zue [25] found that 1/3 of the words could
be uniquely identified when each segment is simply specified by its manner, independent of
2
" +b" landmarks would only appear if a "-g" landmark precedes it, meaning that there has to be closure
before a "+b" landmark. Thus if a fricative follows a silence period, the landmark indicating its onset would
be a "+b" landmark instead. In this case, both the fricative and the stops would be indicated by a pair of
+/- "b" landmarks. As discussed in the next paragraph, even when features are mis-specified, i.e. a fricative
being replaced with a stop or vice versa, performance of the word candidates generation does not degrade by
a lot. Also, spectral analysis in between the landmarks can be done to determine whether the high frequency
noise is that of a fricative or a stop consonant.
articulation. The average number of word candidates matching a specific sequence of class
was 25. They also found that adding certain confusing/wrong features (e.g. replacing stops
with the fricative feature) did not affect the expected number of word candidates. Shannon
et al. [47] also found that reasonable recognition can be achieved when only voicing and
manner features (represented by a low-frequency band and a high-frequency band) can be
identified from the spectral analysis of the signal. One sees that the consonants can be
basically divided into two main types by duration: voiced and voiceless consonants. The "g"
landmarks represent information in the low-frequency region, and the "s" and "b" landmarks
represent information in the high-frequency region, where "s" is only allowed when "+g" is
detected for sonorant landmarks. The three consonant landmarks, in a way, extract and
represent the information present in the two bands of energies similar to those Shannon et
al. used in their speech perception experiment. Since a reasonable recognition rate was
achieved through their experiment, the use of landmarks may well prove hopeful and logical
in a speech recognition system that models the human speech perception process.
These duration findings in relation to the consonant landmarks provide evidence for the
existence of a hierarchy in the perception of speech. It is possible that humans first identify
articulator-free manner features, and then produce a cohort of possible word candidates from
the lexicon. Further detailed spectral analysis may be done in parallel, possibly to identify
place of articulation for consonants or to identify vowels, to reduce the number of word
candidates. Lexical access and detailed spectral analysis thus take place at the same time,
and end when a word candidate chosen.
The process of initial landmark detection, followed by uncovering a few articulator-free
or manner features, provides an initial framework that permits estimates of the prosodic
boundaries. Further spectral analysis, guided by the landmark sequences and by the prosodic
boundaries, can then provide cues for identification of further articulator-bound or place
features.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Word segmentation is an interesting problem for many different aspects of speech. Infants
have to extract cues from continuous speech in order to parse and learn new words. Adult
listeners also need to segment continuous speech using possibly a combination of their knowl-
edge of the language as well as acoustic cues in the signal. Knowledge about whether or how
speakers may mark word boundaries can be useful for speech recognition systems and for
synthesizing natural-sounding speech.
In light of new findings regarding how different prosodic factors, such as lexical stress,
pitch accent, and phrase-level prosody might all affect the same set of acoustic correlates of
word-boundary, a database that is tightly controlled for all these factors was designed and
recorded. Several classes of American English stops were measured, where the only variable
was their word position - being in either word-initial or word-final positions.
Past research has shown that word-initial consonants have stronger articulation. Sev-
eral temporal and spectral measurements were made that might reflect this articulatory
strengthening effect. In this analysis, speakers are found to lengthen consonants occurring
in word-initial positions, possibly helping the listeners to find the word onsets in the lexical
access process. The potential usefulness of these durational differences found for word-initial
vs. word-final positions is supported by the fact that listeners are able to retain within-
category fine-grained phonetic/acoustic differences when doing lexical access [36].
Durations for all measured consonants are longer in word-initial positions than word-final
positions, independent of whether the following is /i/ or /o/. For the stops and affricates,
speakers were found to lengthen the closure durations in greater amounts for voiced ones,
and to lengthen the release durations in greater amounts for the voiceless ones. This evidence
suggests that speakers have control mechanisms that can affect various portions of the stops
and affricates in different ways, depending on their voicing manner, adding complexity to
the claim that "stronger articulation" is made for word-onset consonants. This "stronger
articulation" is hypothesized to manifest acoustically the enhancement of certain features
for the consonants that would add paradigmatic contrasts, distinguishing word-initial conso-
nants from other similar consonants, rather than simply a stronger articulation that would
lengthen the obstruents (voiced vs. voiceless) in a similar way. This "articulatory strengthen-
ing" at onsets thus does not necessarily indicate stronger build-up of pressure in producing
the obstruents; rather it might mean that gestures are produced that would enhance the
perception of certain features for each consonant, making them more distinctive from each
other, and to the listeners.
Consonants at word onset positions were found to be more acoustically stable than those
found in word-final positions, supporting the hypothesis word onsets are special places [17,
18, 35]. About half of the speakers inserted pauses and/or glottalized word-initial vowels,
possibly to mark the word boundaries. Consonants within the same class had similar du-
rations in word-initial positions, independent of place of articulation. This, combined with
past results, suggests that recognition of all the features for a segment might not be neces-
sary to initiate the lexical access process. Simply knowing the voicing and manner features,
which do not require detailed spectral information, might give a good start in the speech
perception process [47, 25].
Acoustic landmarks under the lexical access model are extremely useful in providing
these duration and manner information. Durations of segments can be readily extracted
from the spacings between certain sequences of landmarks. Manner features can also be
identified from various types of landmarks, such as the presence of frication noise, and
distinguishing stops from fricatives or obstruents from sonorants. Findings from this study
support the usefulness of acoustic landmarks in the lexical access framework that aims to
imitate human speech perception. It is hypothesized that speakers will first identify potential
word boundaries with the help of cues for articulator-free features, which can initiate the
lexical access process without detailed spectral analysis to identify all features for a segment.
A cohort of words can be selected from the manner feature specifications, and detailed
spectral analysis will simultaneously reduce the number of candidates as more features and
information are identified. Landmarks can then be used singly, pointing to places where
further spectral analysis can be done (e.g. in the identification for formant frequencies
to identify a vowel), or in combination, whereby durational and manner information can
be extracted to account for suprasegmental influences (such as word-position effect) in the
processing of the speech signal.
This thesis project is an initial probe into the identification of possible word boundary
acoustic correlates. Only consonants that are in initial vs. final positions of monosyllabic
words with stressed vowels have been investigated. Consonants in similar positions with
respect to unstressed vowels need also be investigated for completeness. Words with more
than one syllable, of course, should also be examined, perhaps in less controlled environments
in order to use real words.
Another measure that was found to be useful in distinguishing word-initial from word-
final consonants from the database is the running absolute integral of the signal. Since it is
highly correlated to duration, further work is needed to see if it has an additive effect beyond
duration alone, which would indicate some of the information regarding position is in the
amplitude of the signal rather than just duration. It has been found that vocal tract walls are
stiffer, and that intraoral pressures are higher during the production of voiceless obstruents
compared to voiced obstruents [51, 57]. The interaction between the wall compliances and
intraoral pressure during closures and releases of the obstruents could potentially influence
the amplitude of the signal for various classes of consonants. Correlation analysis of the du-
ration and running absolute integral measures could shed light on by how much duration and
amplitude are influenced by these effects. Further modeling and measurement of the vocal
tract compliances and intraoral pressures during the production of the different obstruents
would give insight into the production mechanisms of different consonants and the resulting
acoustic correlates. In this analysis, the absolute running integral is only calculated for the
duration of the release portion for the stops and affricates. It would be helpful to run the
calculation over the entire duration of the stops and affricates to see if performance would
be enhanced.
The differences in durations for consonants at onsets, and also the durational differences
found for consonants in word-initial vs. word-final positions, can also be readily incorporated
into the speech-synthesis process, possibly with some type of normalization, to produce more
natural sounding speech.
This thesis has described an attempt to formulate one aspect of the human lexical access
process, i.e. the estimation of word boundaries. It has described how this initial stage of
lexical access can be viewed as a part of a landmark and feature-based model for human
speech perception.
Appendix A
Measurements From Preliminary
Analysis in the LAFF database
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Figure A-1: Magnitude of burst transient of /k/'s from the LAFF database, for female
speaker J. The right two columns represent transient values for /k/'s occurring in word-
final but not utterance-final positions (3rd column) and /k/'s occurring in word-final and
utterance-final positions (4th column). The axes are similarly defined in all of the graphs
within this section.
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Figure A-3: Magnitude of burst transient of /k/'s from the LAFF database, male speaker
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Figure A-4: Magnitude of burst transient of /k/'s from the LAFF database, female speaker
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Figure A-5: Release durations of /k/'s from the LAFF database, female speaker J.
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Figure A-6: Release durations of /k/'s from the LAFF database, male speaker K.
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Figure A-7: Release durations of /k/'s from the LAFF database, male speaker M.
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Figure A-8: Release durations of /k/'s from the LAFF database, female speaker S.
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Average Durations of Consonants by
Word Positions
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Figure B-6: Average durations of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions, for
male speaker 3 (M3)
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Figure B-7: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for female speaker 1 (Fl).
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Figure B-8: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for female speaker 2 (F2).
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Figure B-9: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for female speaker 3 (F3).
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Figure B-1O: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for male speaker 1 (Ml).
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Figure B-11: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for male speaker 2 (M2).
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Figure B-12: Average durations of stops and affricates, decomposed into closure and release
durations, in word-initial and word-final positions, for male speaker 3 (M3).
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Appendix C
Running Absolute Integral of
Consonants by Word Positions
Fl: Running Absolute Integral of Consonants
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Figure C-1: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for female speaker 1 (Fl)
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Figure C-2: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure C-3: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for female speaker 3 (F3)
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Figure C-4: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for male speaker 1 (Ml)
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Figure C-5: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure C-6: Running absolute integral of consonants in word-initial and word-final positions,
for male speaker 3 (M3)
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Appendix D
Average Durations of Consonants at
Word Onset
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Figure D-1: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for female speaker 1 (Fl)
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Figure D-2: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for female speaker 2 (F2)
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Figure D-3: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for female speaker 3 (F3)
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Figure D-4: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for male speaker 1 (Ml)
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Figure D-5: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for male speaker 2 (M2)
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Figure D-6: Average total durations of consonants at word onsets, for male speaker 3 (M3)
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